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In recent years, Toyota Tustin has donated a new car to one student in TUSD who demonstrated 
perfect attendance during their senior year. This presentation is made at graduation, and last 
year one of our students won the honor. The car was parked on our field for all to observe on 
graduation day.  
 
That would explain the reaction of adults and students when Glenn Kashima came this week to 
be our Principal for a Day. He manages the Parts and Services Division of this large Toyota 
dealership. He is also the one responsible for delivering the car each year and making the 
presentation. As we toured the school, visited classrooms and made introductions, many people 
shared their appreciation for this significant donation.  
 
By the way, last year there were 50 Tustin High School seniors with perfect attendance and about 
150 district-wide. While Mr. Kashima was here, one of our staff checked, and it looks like slightly 
more than that are on track this year to have their name entered for the new Toyota.  
 
The Principal for a Day is an annual program that TUSD offers, and it is always a great opportunity 
to share with community people all the great things that are happening in T-Town. Mr. Kashima 
was particularly engaging and showed a genuine interest in our students and their stories. He 
met a couple of students in particular who communicated how adults in our school had helped 
them make dramatic turnarounds that resulted in broadening future dreams. 
 
Speaking of future dreams, this was an emotional week for many students. Some of the more 
selective colleges announced admissions decisions through email. I heard more than one student 
share how they just got accepted into their dream school, including one student who learned 
that she was accepted to multiple Ivy League schools. So many of our students work extremely 
hard, and it was great to see some of them rewarded for their hard work.  
 
However, this also meant that some students learned they did not gain acceptance into their 
dream school. That is difficult for students who also worked extremely hard. Gaining acceptance 
into prestigious schools has been a desire of many high school students for decades. However, 
this generation of students faces a unique dynamic. The number of applications to selective 
colleges is escalating at an enormous rate. However, the number of slots available and actual 
number of different students applying is not growing, or at least not substantially. What that 
means is that the same number of students are applying to many more colleges. It also means 
that the acceptance rate to some colleges decreases yearly, making the odds of getting accepted 
to some schools more and more slim. The pressure to attend a somehow “superior college” is 
immense and creates intense pressure and stress. The recent admissions scandal uncovered at 
some of these sought-after colleges demonstrates the frenzy that exists to gain acceptance into 
the “right college”.  
 



While I am excited for our students who learned of their acceptance to their dream school, my 
heart aches for those disappointed students. Not because they will not be attending some of 
these more popular colleges, but because they believe the lie that certain colleges mean 
“success”. College is about learning, growing, and preparing for a future- that can happen at any 
college. Making a college the right college is far more important than getting into the “right 
college”. I have watched students select lesser known colleges, work hard, and embrace their 
experience, and are now at the height of their profession. More importantly, they are living 
fulfilling lives aligned to how they were wired.  
 
I was speaking with two AVID students this week who told me their teacher said something to 
them very similar to my last paragraph. I am grateful for the college going culture at our school 
that is more about students finding their path than gaining status.  
 
One student who is finding her path her at Tustin High School is Madison Cobb. She has 
developed a passion and discovered a talent with ceramics by investing a great deal of time and 
hard work. She and her teacher, Ysabel Gray, traveled this week to Minnesota for a national arts 
conference where she received an award given to only 150 students from the 1,200 students 
who submitted their artwork. Her coyote head that is part skull and part life-like features, showed 
incredible depth, thought, and detail. While she was off learning and celebrating some 2,000 
miles away, another one of her epic pieces was sitting in the library last night amidst a whole 
array of spectacular pieces on display for our Open House. 
 
We want Tustin High School to be a place where students find their way like Madison, and so 
many of those “paths” were on display last night for our incoming 9th graders. The whole south 
bleachers in our Pavilion was full of parents and students who were coming to explore some of 
those paths last night. After watching some of our current students perform at center court in 
the Pavilion, new parents and students visited the many tables set out for academic programs. 
There were also sports opportunities on display in the Old Gym. The whole event had a 
celebratory feel. I think the celebration was about both the new opportunities that await a whole 
new group of students, and the current students taking advantage of those opportunities. It was 
exciting to see teachers and current students sharing their stories with the next generation of 
Tillers.  
 
It was a good week to be a Tiller. 
 
Go Tillers! 
 
Jon  


